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1.    GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

1.1 What is K-theory? 

1.1.1 Roughly speaking, K-theory is the study of functors 
(bridges)  

CC                              n

n

K

nK

  

groupsAbelian  of(category   )categories (Nice :

→

→
∈Z  

(See 2.4 (ii) for a formal definition of a functor). 
 

Note:  For 0≤n , we have Negative K-theory 
 For 2≤n , we have Classical K-theory 

For 3≥n , Higher K-theory 



1.1.2 Some Historical Remarks 

K-theory was so christened in 1957 by A. Grotherdieck who first 
studied )(0 CK  (then written )(CK ) where for a scheme X, C is the 

category P(X) of locally free sheaves of OX-modules. Because 
)(0 CK classifies the isomorphism classes in C and he wanted the 

name of the theory to reflect ‘class’, he used the first letter ‘K’ in 
‘Klass’ the German word meaning ‘class’. 
 
Next, M.F. Atiyah and F. Hirzebruch, in 1959 studied 

)(0 CK where C is the category )(Vect XC of finite dimensional 
complex vector bundles over a compact space X yielding what 
became known as topological K-theory. It is usual to denote 

( ))(Vect0 XK C  by )(XKU  or )(
0

top
XK . 



In 1962, R.G. Swan proved that for a compact space X, the 
category )(Vect XC is equivalent to the category ))(( XCP  of 

finitely generated projective modules over the ring )(XC of 
complex valued functios on X. 
i.e.,  

)).(()(Vect XCX P≈C  So ( ) ( )))(()(Vect 00 XKXK CC P≈ . 
 

Thereafter, H. Bass, R.G. Swan, etc. started replacing )(XC by 
arbitrary rings A and studied ( ))(0 AK P  for various rings A leading 

to the birth of Algebraic K-theory.  Here )(AP  denotes the 
category of finitely generated projective modules over any ring A. 
It is usual to denote ( ))(0 AK P  by )(0 AK for any ring A. )(1 AK of a 

ring A was defined by H. Bass and )(2 AK  by J. Milnor. (see [3], 
[58] and [79]).  



In 1970, D. Quillen came up with the definitions of all 
0 allfor  )( ≥nK n C  in such a way that ( ))(0 AK P  coincides with 

0)( ≥∀ nAKn . 
 
1.1.3 Some Features of )(CnK  

 
(1) )(CnK  sometimes reflects the structure of objects of C. 

For example, 
(i) Let F be a field, G a finite group, M(FG) the category 

of finitely generated FG-modules. Then 
)(:))(( 00 FGGFGK =M classifies representations of G 

in )(FP  whose )(FP  is the category of finite-
dimensional vector spaces (see [42]), 

 
(ii)      )(0 ZGK contains topological / geometric invariants. 
E.g., Swan-Well  
         Invariants (see 2.7.1) 



(iii)      )(ZGK i contains Whitehead torsion – a topological 

invariant (see 

             [3.2.3] or [57]). 

(2) Each )(CnK yields a theory which could map or coincide 
with other theories.  
For example, 

(i) Galois, etale or Motivic cohomology theories (see 
[37]). 

(ii) De Rham, cyclic cohomology (see [7] or [9, 10]) 
(iii) Representation theory, e.g., 

( ) )()( 00 FGGFGK ≈M concides with Abelian group of 
characters of G (see [8, 42] or 2.3 vii). 

 
(3) )(CnK satisfies various exact sequences connecting 

,, 1−nn KK etc. For example, Localization sequences, Mayer-
victories sequence, etc. These sequences are useful for 
computations (see [42] or [62]). 



1.1.4 A Basic problem in this field is to understand and compute 
the Abelian groups )(CnK for various categories ‘C’. 

 
Two important examples of ‘nice’ categories are ‘Abelian 
categories’ and ‘exact categories’. We now formally define these 
categories with copious examples and also develop notations for 

)(CnK for various C. 



1.2 Abelian and Exact Categories – Definitions, Examples 
and Notations 
 
1.2.1 A category consists of a class C of objects together with a 
set ),(Hom YXC of morphisms from X to Y, for each ordered pair 

(X,Y) of objects of C such that 
(1) For each triple (X,Y,Z) of objects of C, we have 

composition ),(Hom),(Hom),(Hom ZXYXZY CCC →× . 

(2) Composition of morphisms is associative i.e., for 
composable morphisms f.g.h fghhfg )()( =  



(3) There exists identity ),(Hom1 XXX ∈  such that if 

),(Hom YXg C∈ and ,1),,(Hom ggXZh X =∈ C  and hhX =1 . 

Examples:  

(i) =:pS category of topological spaces, =)( pob S topological 

spaces, =),(Hom YXpS {continuous maps YX → }. 

(ii) =:pG category of groups. ( )pob G  are groups 

=),(Hom HG
PG groups homomorphisms GG ′→ . 

For more examples (see [55]). 



1.2.2   Examples of Abelian Categories (for motivation) 

(1)     A b or -Mod =:  category of Abelian groups. 
  =)(Abob Abelian groups 
  .  Morphisms are Abelian group homomorphism. 
 
(2) F a field; F-Mod =:  category of vector spaces over 
F. 
  Fob ( -Mod) =:  vector spaces 
  Morphisms are linear transformation 
(3) R a ring with identity. 
  (R- Mod) =:  category of R-modules 
  Morphisms are R-module homomorphisms. 



1.2.3 Definitions of an Abelian Category 

A category A is called an Abelian category if  
(1) it is an Addictive category, that is: 
 (a) There exists a zero object ‘0’ in A 

(b) Direct sum (= direct product) of any two objects of 
A exists in A. 

(c) ),(Hom NMA is an Abelian group such that 
composition distributes over addition. 

(2) Every morphism in A has a kernel and a cokernel. 

(3) For any morphism f, coker (ker f) = ker (coker f). 



1.2.4 Note: A morphism MKg →: is called a kernel of a 
morphism NMf →: if for any morphism MPh →: with 

0=⋅hf , there exists a unique arrow KP →:κ such that kgh =  

NMK fg →→  
 
                                                      k         h 
                                                           P 
Equivalently: given an object P in A , we have an exact sequence  

),(hom),(hom),(hom0 NPMPKP A
f

A
s

A
p→→→ κ  

is exact. 
Analogously, a morphism CNg →: is called a cokernel of 

NMf →: if for any AbP 0∈  

),(hom),(hom),(hom0 ^ PMPNPC A
f

AA →→→  
is exact. 

Note: A sequence CBA gf →→ is said to be exact at B if 
)Im()ker( fg = . 



1.2.5 Definition of an Exact Category 

An exact category is a small additive category C (embeddable in 
an Abelian category A) together with a family E of short exact 
sequences 0 → C′ → C → C″  → 0 (I) such that  
 

(i) E is the class of sequences in C that are exact in A 
(ii) C is closed under extensions i.e., for any exact sequence  

0 → C′ → C → C″  → 0 in A  with C′, C″ in C, we also 
have C ∈ C. 

 
Before giving a construction of  Kn (C) n ≥ 0, we give some 
relevant examples of C and develop notations for Kn (C). 



1.2.6 Examples 

1. An Abelian category is an exact category when it is 
considered together with a family of short exact sequences. 
2. Let A be any ring with identity C = P(A) (resp. M(A)) the 
category of finitely generated projective (resp. finitely generated) 
A-modules. Write Kn(A) for Kn(P(A) and Gn (A) for Kn (M(A)) 
For n ≥ 0, e.g.,  

(i) A = , , , . 
(ii) A = integral domain, R. 

A = F (a field, - could be quotient field of R) 
A = D (a division ring) 

(iii) G any discrete group (could be finite) 
A = G, RG, G, G, G (in the notation of (i) or (ii). 
- These are group-rings. 

(iv) G a finite group, ZG is an example of a Z-order in the 
semi-simple algebra QG. 



(v) Definition 

Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field F (e.g., R = Z 
(resp. ) resp(), pp QQFZ


=   

p a rational prime or more generally pp FR


,ˆ  ( p a prime ideal of 

R). An R-order Λ  in semi-simple F-algebra ∑ is a subring of ∑ 
such that R is contained in the centre of Λ , Λ  is a finitely 
generated R-module and  

GRRGGZZGF ppR


,,, (E.g.,  , =ΛΣ=Λ⊗  G a finite group). 

(vi) Let A be a ring (with 1), α: A  → A  an automorphism of A, 
Aα(T) = 
 Aα (t, t 

–1) =:  α-twisted Laurent series ring over A (i.e., 
Additively Aα[T] = A[T], with multiplication given by ( at i) ⋅ (bt i) 
= a α−1(b) t i + j for a, b ∈ A). Let Aα[t] be the subring of Aα(T) 
generated by A and t. 



Note:    If Λ  = RG, Λ α[T] = RV  where TGV |
α
×=  is a virtually 

infinite cyclic group and G is a finite group, α an automorphism 
of G and the action of the infinite cyclic group 

T = 〈t〉 on G is given by α(g) = 1−tgt   for all g ∈ G. 
(3) X a compact topological space, F =  or ,  VectF(X) =:  
category of finite dimensional vector bundles on X. (See [2]). 
Write )(XK F

n  for Kn (VectF (X). 
Theorem (Swan):   There exists an equivalence of categories 
VectC(X) ≈ P ( X) where X is the ring of complex-valued 
functions on X. Hence 

K0(X): = Kn(VectF(X) ≈ Kn( ( X)) = Kn(C(X)) 
Note:  (I) gives the first connection between topological and 
Algebraic K-theory. (See [7]) 

(I) 



Gelford-Naimark theorem says that any unital commutative C*-
algebra A has the form A ≈ C(X) for some compact space X. If A is 
a non-commulative C^-algebra, then K-theory of A leads to “non-
commutative geometry” in the sense that A could be conceived as 
ring of functions on a “non-commutative or quantum” space. Note 
that any not necessarily unital commutative C-algebra A has the 
form )(0 XC where X is a locally compact space and 

{ }∞
+ = pXX , the one point compactification of X. When X is 

compact )()(0 XCXC = . 

Note that ( ){ }0 and continuous :)( 00 =→= + CXXC ααα C . 



(4) Let X be a scheme (e.g., an affine or projective algebraic 
variety). (See [8] or below).  Let P(X) be the category of 
locally free sheaves of OX-modules. Write Kn(X) for  
Kn(P(X). Let M(X) be the category of coherent sheaves of 
OX-modules. Write Gn(X) for Kn(M(X). Note that if X = 
Spec (A), A commutative ring we recover Kn(A) and Gn(A). 

 
Recall (Definition of Affine and Projective Varieties) 

(a) Let K be an algebraically closed field (e.g.,  or algebraic 
closure of a finite field. Can regard polynomials in 

[ ]nn ttKAA ,,1 ==  as functions KKf n →: . An algebraic set 

in { }AfrixfKxK ii
nn ∈≤≤=∈= ,10)( satisfying . 



• If { }SfxfKxSVAS n ∈∀=∈=⊂ 0)()(,  define closed 

sets for a topology (Zariski topology) on the affine space 
nK , also denoted )(KnA .   

Note that ( ) ( )( ) ( )2121 SSVSVSV =  

( ) ( ) ,)(, φ==
⊂

AVSVSV j
Ii

i  ( )nKV =)φ . 

• Also if E { }ExxfAfEIK n ∈∀=∈=⊂ 0)()(,  is an 

ideal in A. 
• Let nKX ⊂  be an algebraic set. A function KX →:ϕ is 

said to be regular if 
X

f=ϕ for some Af ∈ . 

• The regular functions on A form a K-algebra K[X] and 
aAXK /][ ≅  where )(XIa = . 

• Call ( )][1 XKX  an affine algebraic variety where 
)(][ XOXK X= . 



(b) Let =∈ )(),( VPKV P set of lines (i.e., 1-dim subspaces) of V. 

Write )(KPn  for ( )nKP . Elements of )(KPn  are classes of (n + 

1)-tangles [ ]nxxx ,,, 10   where [ ] [ ]nn xxxx λλ ,,,, 00  ≅  if 

0≠λ  in K. 
• If [ ]nttKS ,,0 ⊂  is a set of homogeneous polynomials 

{ }SfxfKPxSV n ∈∀=∈= 0)()()( . The V(S) are closed 

sets for Zariski topology on )(KPn . 

• A projective algebraic variety X is a closed subspace of 
)(KPn together with its induced structure sheaf XPX n

OO |= . 



(5) Let G be an algebraic group over a field F, (a closed subgroup 
of )(FGLn ) e.g., )(),( FOFSL nn and  X a G-scheme, i.e., there 

exists an action XXG
F

→×:θ  . Let M(G,X) be the category of 

G-modules M over X. (i.e., M is a coherent OX-module 
together with an isomorphism of XG

F

O × -module θ *(M) = *
2p  

(M), with XXGp
F

→×:2 ; satisfying some co-cycle conditions) 

(see [83]). Write Gn (G, X) for )),(( XGKn M . 

• Let P(G,X) be the full subcategory of M(G,X) consisting of 
locally free OX-modules. Write Kn(G,X) for Kn(P(G,X)).  
(see [43]). 



(6) Let G
~

 be a semi-simple, connected, and simply connected 
algebraic group over a field F .  GT

~⊂ a maximal G-split torus 
of GPG

~~
,

~ ⊂  a parabolic subgroup of G
~

 containing the torus 

T
~

 . 
The factor variety FG

~~
 is smooth and projective. Call F 

PG
~~=  a flag variety.  

E.g., 

.1detdet
0

~~













∈∈=





== −knnn GLcGLaca

c

ba
PSLG  

Then PG
~~=F is the Grassmanian variety of k-dimensional 

linear subspaces of an n-dimensional vector space. Write 
( )),(for  ),( FF GPKGK nn . (See [43]) 

6. Let F be a field and B a separable F-algebra, X a smooth 
projective variety equipped with the action of an affine 
algebraic group G over F. Let VBG (X1B) be the category of 
vector bundles on X equipped with left B-module structure.  
Write Kn(X, B) for Kn(VBG(X,B)). In particular, in the 
notation of (5), we write Kn(F, B) for Kn(VBG(F, B)). (See 
[43]) 



7. Let G be a finite group, S a G-set. Let S be a category 
defined by ob S = {elements of S); S (s.,t) = {(g,s)| g ∈ G, g 
s = t}. Let C be an exact category. [S, C] the category of 
functors CS →:ξ  Then [S, C] is also an exact category 
where a sequence  
0 → ξ′  → ξ  → ξ ′′  → 0 is said to be exact in [S, C] if 

0)()()(0 →′′→→′→ sss ξξξ is exact in C. Write 

),( CSK G
n for ]),([ CSKn . 

E.g., )(AM=C , A a commutative ring, 
         ,/ HGS = then )())](,/[ AHAHG MM = . 

• [ ] == )()(,/ AHAHG APP category of  finitely generated AH-

modules that are projective over A. (i.e., AH lattices) 
 

( ) ).(:)(,/ AHGAHGK nn =M  

If A is regular, then ).(),( AHGHAG nn ≅  (See [25]) 



2. CC ,)(0K AN EXACT CATEGORY: DEFINITIONS AND 

EXAMPLES 

2.1 Define the Grathendieck group )(0 CK of an exact category 

C as the Abelian group generated by isomorphism classes (C) of 
C-objects subject to the relations ( ) ( ) )(CCC =′′+′ wherever 

00 →′′→→′→ CCC is exact in C. 
 
2.2 Remarks 
(i) FF   where)(0 RC ≅K is the free Abelian group on the 

isomorphism classes (C) of  C -objects and R  is the 
subgroup generated by all ( ) ( ) )(CCC −′′+′ for each short 
exact sequence 00 →′′→→′→ CCC in C. Denote by [C] 
the class of (C) in )(0 CK .  



(ii) The construction in 2.1 satisfies a universal property. If 
AC →χ is a map from C to an Abelian group A, given 

that )(Cχ depends only on the isomorphism class of C and 
( ) ( ) )(CCC χχχ =′+′′ for any exact 

sequence 00 →′′→→′→ CCC , then there exists, a unique 
homomorphism ACK →′ )(: 0χ such that )()( CC χχ ′= for 

any C-object C. 
 
(i) Let D→CF : be an exact functor between two exact 

categories C, D (i.e., F is additive and takes short exact 
sequences in C to short exact sequences in D). Then F 
induces a group homomorphism )()( 00 DKCK → . 

 
(ii) Note that an Abelian category A is also an exact category 

and the definition of )(0 AK is the same as in definition 2.1. 



(i) If C is an exact category in which every s.e.s 
00 →′′→→′→ CCC splits. E.g., )(Vect ),( XA CP , then 

)(0 CK is the Abelian group on isomorphism classes of C-

objects with relation ( ) ( )CCCC ′⊕′=′′+′)( . In this case, 
),( ⊕C  is an example of a “symmetric monoidal category” 

with one property that the isomorphism classes of objects 
of C form an Abelian monoid and )(0 CK  is then the ‘group 
completion’ or ‘Grathendiuk  group’ of such a monoid (see 
[42], Chapter 1, 1.2, 1.3). In fact, this construction 
generalizes standard procedure of constructing integers 
from the natural numbers. 



2.3 Examples 

(i) If A is a field or division ring or a local ring or a principal 
ideal domain, then Z≅)(0 AK . This follows from the fact 

that every )(AP P∈ is free (i.e., sAP ≅ for some s) and 
moreover, A satisfies the invariant bases property i.e., 

srAA sr =⇒≅ . 
 
(ii) Let A be a (left) Noetherian ring (i.e., every left ideal is 

finitely generated). Then the category ( )(ΛM of finitely 
generated (left)-A-modules is an exact category and we 
denote ( ))(0 ΛMK  by )(0 ΛG . The inclusion functor 

)()( Λ→Λ MP induces a map )()( 00 Λ→ GAK  called the 

Cartan map. For example, RG=Λ  (R a Dedekind domain, 
G a finite group) yields a Cartan map )()( 00 RGGRGK → . 



If Λ is left Artinian i.e., the left ideals of Λ satisfy 
descending chain condition, then )(0 ΛG is free Abelian on 

[ ] [ ]rSS ,,1  where the [ ]iS are distinct classes of simple Λ -

modules, while )(0 ΛK is free Abelian on [ ] [ ]tII ,,1  and tho 

iI are distinct classes of indecomposable projective Λ -

modules (see [8]). So, the map )()( 00 Λ→ GAK  gives 

matrix ( )jia where jia = the number of times jS occurs in a 

composition series for iI . This matrix is known as the 
Cartan matrix. 

 
If Λ is left regular (i.e., every finitely generated left Λ -
module has finite resolution by finitely generated 
projective left Λ -modules), then it is well known that the 
Cartan map is an isomorphism. 



(iii) Recall also that a maximal R-order ΣΓ in  is an order that is 
not contained in any other R-order. Note that Γ is regular. 
So, as in (ii) above, we have Cartan maps 

)()( 00 Γ→Γ GK and when Γ  is a maximal order, we have 

)()( 00 Γ≅Γ GK . 
 
(i) Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Λ an R-algebra. 

Let )(ΛRP be the category of left Λ -modules that are 
finitely generated and projective as R-modules (i.e., Λ -
lattices). Then )(ΛRP is an exact category and we write 

),(0 ΛRG for ( ))(0 AK RP . If RG=Λ , G a finite group, we 

write )(GRP for )(RGRP and also write ),(0 GRG for 

),(0 RGRG . If )(, Λ∈ RNM P , then, so is ( )NM R⊗ , and 

hence the multiplication given in ),(0 GRG by 

( )NMNM R⊗=]][[ makes ),(0 GRG a commutative ring 
with identity. 



(v) If R is a commutative regular ring and Λ is an R-algebra 
that is finitely generated and projective as an R-modules 
(e.g., ,RG=Λ  G a finite group or R is a Dedekind domain 
with quotient field F, and Λ is an R-order in a semi-simple 
F-algebra), then )(), 00 Λ≅Λ GRG  

 
(i) Let F be a field, G a finite group. A representation of G in 

P(F) is a group homomorphism )()(Aut: FVVGp P∈→ . 
Call V a representation space for ρ . The dimension of V 
over F is called the degree of ρ . 
 
Note: 

• ρ determines a G-action on V i.e., 
gvvgvgVVG =→→× )(),( ρ and vice versa. 

• Two representations ( )ρ1V  and ( )ρ′′1V  are said to be 
equivalent if there exists an F-isomomorphism 

VV ′≅:β such that )()( gg βρρ =′  



• There exists, 1 – 1 correspondence between 
representations of P in )(FP and FG-modules. 

• Can write a representation of G in )(FP  as a pair 
( )ρ1V . )(FV P∈ and )(Aut: VG →ρ . 

• If C is any category and G a group. A representation 
of G in C (or a G-object in C) is a pair 

Cob),( ∈XX ρ , )(Aut: XG →ρ a group-
homomorphism. 

 
The G-objects in C forms a category GC  where for 

( )ρρ ′′,),,( XX , ( ) ( )ρρ ′′,,,mor XX
GC  is the set of all C -

morphisms XX ′→:α such that for each Gg ∈ , the diagram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

α  

X X 

X ′  X ′  

gρ  

gρ′  

α  commutes 



(vii) Let G be a finite group, S a G-set, S the category associated 
to S, C an exact category,   ],[ CS  the category of covariant 
functors C→S:ς . We write sς for Sss ∈),(ς . Then, [ ]C,S  

is an exact category where the sequence 
00 →′′→→′→ ςςς  in [ ]C,S  is defined to be exact if 
00 →′′→→′→ sss ςςς is exact in C for all Ss ∈ . Denote by 

),(0 CSK G  the 0K  of [ ]C,S . Then bGK G ASC  et  :),(0 →− is a 
functor called ‘Mackey’ functor. We also note the fact that 

0),,( ≥− nCK G
n is also a ‘Mackey’ functor. (See [42]) 

If GGS /= , then [ ] GGG CC ≅,/  analogous constructions to 
the one above can be done for G, a profinite group, and 
compact Lie groups (see [42], [28], [35]). 



Now if R is a commutative Noetherian ring with identity, 
we have [ ] )()()(,/ RGRRGG RG PPP ≅≅ , and so, 

( ) )(),()(,/ 000 RGGGRGRPGGK G ≅≅ . This provides an 
initial connection between K-theory of the group ring RG 
and Representation theory. As observed in (iv) above 

),(0 GRG is also a ring. 

In particular, when )()(, CCC M== PR , and 
)()())(( 000 GGGGK G CC,C =≅P  is the Abelian group of 

characters, C→G:χ (see [30]), as already observed in this 
paper. 



If the exact category C has a pairing ,CCC →× which is 
naturally associative and commutative, and there exists 

C∈E such that MEMME == ),(),( for all C∈M , then 

),(0 C−GK is a Green functor and moreover, for all 0≥n , 

),( CK G
n − is a module over ),(0 CK G − . (See [42]) 

 
2.4 0K of Schemes 

(i) More Examples of Abelian Categories:  
Functor Categories and Sheaves 

• Let B be a small category i.e., (ob B is a set), A an Abelian 
category. Then the category of functors B →  A is also an 
Abelian category denoted by AB. 
Note:  ob AB  = {functors : B →  A) 
Morphisms are natural transformations of functors. 



• Recall. Let C, D be two categories. A covariant (resp. 
contravarient) functor from C to D is an assignment to each 
object )(CobC ∈  an object F(C) in D as well as an 
assignment to each morphism ,, CCf ′→  a D-morphism 

( )CFCFfF ′→)(:)(  (resp. ( ) )(CFCF →′ ) such that  
1.   ( ) )(11 CFCF = for any C∈C ; 

2.    )()(()( fFgFgfF =  (resp. )()()( sFfFgfF = . 
 
Example: 

1.    R a commutative ring, RF : -Mod →  -Mod given by 
),(Hom NF R −=  

       N fixed in R-Mod. F is contravariant )(Hom −=′ MF R  
is covariant. 



      In fact ),(Hom −−R is a bifunctor  
R- →× odRod MM - -Mod 

),(Hom),( NMNM R→  
       covariant in N and contravarient in M. 

 
 2.    → (Groups)  :F -mod 
                                    G ],/[ GGG→  
 
         is covariant – called Abelianization functor. 
 

• Let FF ′, be two functors  - from C to D. A natural 
transformation from F to F ′ is an assignment to an object 

C∈C  a D-morphisms )()(: CFCFC →η such that if 

CC ′→:α is a C-morphism, then the diagram 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

)(αF ′  

FC CF ′  

CF ′  CF ′′  

Cη  

C′η  

)(αF  commutes 



• Note: A functor (roughly speaking) is a ‘bridge’ for 
crossing from one category to another. 

 
• Any partially ordered set ),( ≤E has the structure of a 

category where 

. unless ),(hom

 of elements )(

yxyx

EEob

E ≤=

=

φ
 

 
• Let X be a topological space, U the poset of open subsets of 

X. A contravariant functor AU →:F  (A an Abelian 
category) is called a presheaf on X. 

 
Note: The presheaves on X form an Abelian category 
denoted by  

Presh (X). 



A sheaf on X is a presheaf F satisfying: 

If { }iU  is an open covering of a subset XU ⊂ , then we 

have an exact sequence: 

( )iUFUF Π→→ )(0       ( )ji
ji

UUF ∩Π
<

 

(i.e., if ( )ii UFf ∈ are such that if and jf  agree on 

( )ji UUF ∩ , then there exists, a unique )(UFf ∈  that maps 

to every if under ( )iUFUF →)( . 

Note: Sh(X) is also an Abelian category.  (See [93] or 
[18]) 

(i) A ringed space ( )XOX ,  is a topological space X 
together with a sheaf XO of rings on X. 

(ii) An XO -module is a sheaf M together with a sheaf 
morphism MMOX →×  s.t for each )(, UMXU ⊂ is a 
unitary )(UOX -module. 



(ii) Let R be a commutative ring with identity Spec(R) = 
{prime ideals of R} 
 A subset )(Spec RY ⊂ is closed off 

      })(Spec{)( IpRpIVY ⊃∈== , I an ideal of R. 

One could view R as the ring of functions on Spec (R) and 
V[I] as the set of points Ry (Spec∈ ) at which all the 
functions in I vanish. If Rf ∈ is viewed as a function on 
Spec (R), its value at Ry (Spec∈ ) is its image in the residue 
class field =:)(yk the field of fractions of R/y. 

 
• If )(Spec RX = , there exists a sheaf of rings XO on X 

where RSUOX
1)( −= and },{ yfUyRfS ∉∈∀∈=  

RXOX =)( . Call the ringed space ( )XOX ,Spec  an 
affine scheme. 



(iii) A scheme is a topological space X together with a sheaf of 
rings on X such that iUX = , ( )XU i in open   and 

( )iXi UOU ,  is an affine scheme. 

 
A morphism of schemes YXf →, is a continuous map of 
the underlying topological space together with (for each 
open set YU ⊂ ) a ring homomorphism 

)()(: 1* UfOUOf XiYU
−→ compatible with the restriction 

maps for each UV ⊂ . In addition, we require hat for 
),()(1 UOgUfx Y∈∈ − if g vanishes on f(x), then 

( )UfOyf X
1)(* −∈  vanishes at x. 



Note:   Say that )(UOf Y∈ vanishes at a point Uy ∈ if given any 
affine neighbourhood W of y, the image of f in )( WUOW  lies in 
the prime ideal corresponding to y. 
 
Recall:  [ ] Xn attkXk ,,][ 1 = . View ][Xkf ∈  as a function on the 
set of points of X. 
 
(iv) A scheme X over Z is a morphism  of schemes ZX →  
 Let ,,1 YX  be schemes over Z 

back pull )(Ig

ZX

YYX

f

Z

→
↓↓

→×
 

 
Z

YX × is the fibre product in the category of schemes over Z 

given by the diagram (I). 



 
Z

YX × is the fibre product in the category of schemes over Z 

given by the diagram (I). 
 

• If  )(Spec)(Spec),(Spec CZBYAX ===  
   ( )

CZ
BAYX ⊗=× Spec  

• Put [ ]( )n
n
X ttZSpecA ,,1 =  

  XAA
Z

Z
n
X

)(Spec
×=  

 
(v) Let X  be a scheme. Define an algebraic bundle on X as a 
morphism of schemes XE →:π together with maps  
 

EEA

EEEs

Z
Z

X

→×

→×

)(Spec

1:

:

µ
 



(satisfying axioms similar to those of a topological vector 
bundles) together with local triviality: i.e.,  there exists an open 
covering αUX = of X together with isomorphism 

( ) n

U
UE A≅≅ −

απ
α

1  

Recall that a topological vector bundle E over X consists of 
continuous maps XE →:π and EE →×C (scalar multiplicator), 

EEE
X

→×:ρ (addition) satisfying 

(1) for C∈λ , )())((, vvEv πλπ =⋅∈ , 

(2) 
)(

)()),((

w

vwv

π

πρπ

=

=
 

(3) If xxxxxxx EEEEExE →×→×′= :,:),( σµπ C makes 

xE into a complex vector space. 



(vi) It is usual to view a vector bundle XE →:π via its sheaf of 
sections =)(UE {maps s: EX → s.t ids =π }  i.e., E is required 
to be a locally free sheaf of XO -modules i.e., there exists an open 
cover αUX = such that 

N∈≅ α
α

αα
nAn

UU
each for  E . 

A morphism of bundles is just an XO -linear map F→E:f  i.e., 
for each open set XU ⊂ we have an )(UOX -linear map of 

modules 
U

f  

)()( UU F→E s.t for UV ⊂ , the map VUVU
ffvu ρρ = . 

 
(i) If X is a scheme. Define ))((:)( 00 XKXK P= .  

 If E is a vector bundle, E a locally free sheaf with 



)(][][ 0 XKE ∈= E  

[ ]FF
XO⊗=⋅ EE ][][  (product in )(0 XK where 

( ) (U)UU
XO FF ⊗=⊗ )()( EE ). 

So )(0 XK is a commutative ring. 
 

• If YXf →: is a morphism of schemes, there exists an 

exact functor EEPP ** :)()(: fXYf →→  
 
Note: If ,, YVXU ⊂⊂ are affine open sets with VUf ⊂)( , then 

)()(: 00
* XKYKf →  

So 0K is a contravarient functor  (schemes) →  (commutative 

rings) 



(iii) If X is a smooth projective curve over a field k, (see [18]) 
then  
 

( )EErkE

XZXK
Erk )(

0

)(][

)(Pic)(

Λ⊕→

⊕≈
 

 
where Pic(X) = group of isomomorphism classes of line bundles 
(i.e., variant bundles of rank 1) over X. 
 
(iv) ( ) 1

0
+≅ nn

kK ZP  
 
(v) If X is a regular scheme (i.e., any coherent sheaf of XO -
modules has a finite global resolution by locally free sheaves) 
then )()( 00 XGXK ≅ . 



2.5 Some Topological K-theory 

2.5.1 Let X be a compact space. 

Recall:  ( ) )()(Vect:)( 00
0 XKXKXK CCC ≅= .  )(0 XKC  is also 

written )(0
or XK t or )(XKU . 

( ).)(Vect:)( 0
0 XKXK RR =  

 
Write )(XKO  for ( ))(Vect0 XK R . 
 
Note:  )(0

or XK t as a generalized cohomology theory arises as 
homotopy groups of spectra. We now introduce the notion of 
spectra. 



2.5.2 An Ω -spectrum E  is a set of pointed spaces 

{ },, 10 EE each of which has the homotopy type of a CW-complex 

such that each map ( )1+Ω→ ii EE  is a homotopy equivalence i.e., 
we have a ‘sequence of homotopy equivalences 

nn EEEE Ω≅⋅≅Ω≅Ω≅ 2210 . 
 
2.5.3 Theorem (see [2]). 

Let E  be an Ω -spectrum. For any topological space XA ⊂ , put 

[ ] 0),,(),( ≥= nEAXAXh nn
E . 

Then ),(),( * AXhAX E→  is a generalized cohomology theory, 

namely, it satisfies all of the Eulenberg-Steenrod axioms except 
that its value at a point ),( φ∗  may not be that of ordinary 
cohomology. 



So, 
(1) )(* −Eh  is a functor  (Topological pairs) →  (Graded Abelian 
groups), 
(2) For each 0≥n , and each pair ),( AX of spaces, there exists, 
a functorial connecting homomorphism 

),()(: 1 AXhAh n
E

n
E

+→α  

(3) The connecting homomorphisms in (2) determine long 
exact sequence for every pair ),( AX . 
 
(4) )(−n

Eh  satisfies excision i.e., for every pair ),( AX  and 

every subspace AU ⊂  s.t. )(Int AU ⊂  

),(),(* UAUXhAXh m
EE −−≅  

 
Note: Above, ),(),(:)( ** ∗== +

∞ XhXhXh EEE φ  where +X  is the 

disjoint union of X and a point *. 



2.5.4 )()(),( onon −=−− ∗∗ KUKKO tt  are the generalized cohomology 

theories associated to the Ω -spectrum given by Z×BO  and 
Z×BU  

i.e., 
[ ]

.];,[)(

)(

12
on

2
on

KUXXK

BUXXK

j
t

i
j

t

=

×=

−

Z
 

 
2.5.5 Bott Periology 

1. )(~ 8 ZZ ×Ω× BOBO  

 Moreover, the homotopy groups i
i KOBO ≅× )( Zπ  are 

given by 0,0,0,,0,2/,2/, ZZZZ  respectively for 
7,6,5,4,3,2,1,0≡i  (mod 8) 



2. )(~ 2 Z×Ω× BUZBU and .
odd is  if 0

even is  if 
)(







=×
i

iZ
BUi Zπ  

 
3. For any topological space X, and any 0≥i , we have a 
natural homomorphism 

)()(: 21 XKXK i
toptop

−−− →β  

 
Note:  

For ,
odd for  )(

even for  )(
)(,

1

0







=∈
− iXK

iXK
XKZi

top

top
i
top  

Let .),(0 ∗=∗∗=S  



Then  







=∗
odd is  if 0

even is  if 
)(top

n

n
K n

Z
 

 

( )




 +

=
odd is  if 0

even is  if 
top

n

nn
SK ni

Z
 

 
2.6 K-theory of C*-algebras 

2.6.1 A C*-algebra is a Banach algebra satisfying 
2

aaa =∗  for 

all Aa ∈ . Let A be a C*-algebra. Define 
( ) ( ) )()()(:)( 1

ton GLAAGLABGLAK iii ⋅== −ππ is a topological group). 

Note:  ))(()())(()( 0000 AGLAKAPKAK ton π=≈= . 

)()(:)( 0 AGLAGLAK i = where )(0 AGL  of the connected 
component of the identity in GL(A) … 



Bott periodicity is also satisfied i.e., 0)()( 2 ≥∀= + nAKAK n
ton
n  

and so, the theory is 2Z -graded having only )()( 00 AKAK ton =  and 

)(1 AK ton . 
 
2.6.2 Example 

1. Let G be a discrete groups, )(2 G  the Hilbert space of 
square summable complex-valued functions on G, i.e., any 
element of )(2 Gf ∈  can be written as 
 

∑∑
∈∈

∞<∈=
GG

f
g

gg
g

g g
2)(,, λλλ C . 

 
The group algebra GC is a subspace of )(2 G . There exists a left 

regular representation Gλ of G on the space )(2 G  given by 



∑∑
∈∈

=






Gg
G

Gh
hG ghhg λλλ )(  

 
where Gg ∈  and  

.2Ghh ∈∑λ  

This unitary representation extends linearly to GC . 
 
Now define reduced C*-algebra GCr

* of G by the image of 

)( GG Cλ in the C*-algebra of bounded operators on )(2 G . 
 

• If G is finite, the GGCr C=)(α and )()(0 GRGK =C the 
additive groups of representation ring of G. 

(i)    0)()(,)( 10 === CCZC GLKK Gπ  such that )(CGL  is 
connected. 
(ii)   ( ) ZZCCZ ⊕≅⊕≅= )()()(,2/ 00

*
0 KKGCKGH r  since 

CGGC n
r ⊕=≅ CC . 



2.7 Some Applications of )(K 0 C  

2.7.1 Geometric and Topological Invarients 

Let )(1 XR πZ= , the integral grouping of the fundamental group 
of a space of the homotopy type of a CW-complex. 
 
Theorem (Wall) [87] 

1. Let ),( * dCC = be a chain complex of projective R-modules 
that is homotopic to a chain complex of finite type of projective 
R-modules. Then ),( * dCC = is chain homotopic to a chain 
complex of finite type of free R-modules iff the Euler 
characteristics 0)( =Cχ  in )(0 RK . 



Note:   A bounded  chain complex ( )dCC r ,=  of R-modules is of 
finite type if all iC  are finitely generated. The Euler character of 

( )dCC r ,=  is given by [ ] )()1()( 0 RKCC i
i

r ∈−= ∑
−∞=

α

χ . 

 
2. Computation of the group (SSP) 

The calculation of )(0 RGG , G Abelian is connected to the 
calculation of the group (SSF) which houses obstructions 
constructed by Shub and Franks in their study of Morse-Smele 
diffeomorphisms. 
 
3. Dynamical Systems 

Dynamical systems can be classified by means of 0K of C*-
algebras. 



2.7.2 Some other Miscellaneous Applications 

1. Several classical problems in topology were solved via K-
theory e.g., finding the number of independent vector fields on the 
n-space. 
 
2. Index of Elliptic Operators 

Let M be a closed manifold and )()(: ECECD ∞∞ → be an elliptic 
differential operator between two bundles E, F on M. Let 

MM →~
be a normal covering of M with deck transformation 

group G (see [7]). Then, we can lift D to M
~

and obtain an elliptic 
G-equivalent differential operators ( ) ( )FCECD ∞∞ →~

:  where 

FE
~

,  are bundles on M . Since the action is free, one can define 

an analytic index ( )DG

~
ind  in ( )GCK s

r0  (see [7]). 



3. THE FUNCTORS 21 K,K - BRIEF REVIEW 

We shall follow the historical development of the subject by 
briefly discussing 21 , Kk  of rings and their classical formulations. 
 
3.1 K1 of a Ring – Definition and Basic Properties 

3.1.1 Let R be a ring with identity )(RGLn the group of invertible 

nn × matrices over R. Note that .
10

0
)()( 1 





→⊂ +

A
ARGLRGL nn  

Put ).()(lim)(
1

RGLRGLRGL
n

nn

∞

=

==  

Let )(REn be the subgroup of )(RGLn generated by the elementary 

matrices,  )(ae ji where 
)(ae ji  is the nn × matrix with 1’s along the diagonal, a in the 

),( ji -position with ji ≠ and zeros elsewhere. Put 
)(lim)( RERE n= . 



3.1.2 Note that the matrices )(ae ji satisfy the following. 

(i)    Rbabaebeae jijiji ∈∀+= ,)()()(  

(ii) [ ] Rbakiabebeae ikjkij ∈≠∀= ,,)()(),(  

(iii) [ ] kjibeae klij ≠≠∀= ,1)(),(  . 

 
3.1.3 Whitehead Lemma 

(i) )](),([)( RERERE =  i.e., )(RE is perfect 
(ii) )]()],([)( RGLRGLRE = . 
 
3.1.4 Definition 

))((

)](),(/[)()(/)(:)(

1

1

RGLH

RGLRGLRGLRERGLRK

=

==
 



3.1.5 Note that: 

(i) 1K  is functorial in R i.e., RR ′→ is a ring homomorphism, 
we have ( )RKRK ′→ 11 )(  

(ii) ( ))()( 11 RMKRK n≅  for any positive integer n and any ring 
R 
(iii) ))(()( 11 RKRK P≅ . 
 
3.1.6 If R is a commutative ring with identity, the determinant 
map ∗→ RRGLn )(:det commutes with )()( 1 RGLRGL nn +→  and 

hence defined a map *)(:det RRGL →  which is surjective since 

given *Ra ∈  there exists 





=

10

0a
A  such that aA =)det( . 



• We also have an induced map 

*)](),([)(:det RRGLRGLRGL →  

i.e., *
1 )(det RRK →  that is split by a map 







→→

10

0
:)(: 1

/* a
aRKRα   

i.e., .1det R=α  So )()( 1
*

1 RSKRRK ⊕≅  where 

))(:ker(det:)( *
11 RRKRSK →= ; 

• Note that )()()(1 RERSLRSK =  where 
)(lim)( RSLRSL n=  and { }1det)()( =∈= xRGLxRSL nn . 

 
3.1.6 Examples 

(i) If R is a field 0)(, 1 =FSKF  and *
1 )( FFK ≅  

(ii) If R is a divisin ring [ ]***
1 ,)( RRRRK ≅  . 



3.1.7 Stability for K1 

Stability results are useful for reducing computations of )(1 RK  to 
computations of matrices of manageable size. 
 
Definition:   Let A be a ring with identity. An integer n is said to 
satisfy stable range condition ( )nSR  for )(AGL  if whenever nr > , 

and ( )raaa .,,, 21   generates the unit ideal AAai =Σ , then there 
exists Abbb r ∈−121 ,,,   such that 
 

( )1121 ,,, −− +++ rrrbrr baabaabaa   also 

generates the unit ideal i.e.,  
( ) AbaaA iri =+∑  



E.g., a semi-local ring (i.e., a ring with a finite number of 
maximal ideals satisfy 2SR ). 
 
3.1.8 Theorem 

If nSR  is satisfied, then 

(a)    )()()()( AEAGLAEAGL mm →  is onto for nm ≥  and 

injective for all nm > . 
(b)     )()( AGLAE mm ∆  for 1tnm ≥  

(c)     )()( AEAGL mm is Abelian for nm > . 
 
3.2 K1, SK1 of Orders and Group-rings 

3.2.1 Let R be a Dedekind domain with quoted field F, Λ an R-
order in a semi-simple F-algebra. 
Put ( ))()(ker:)( 111 Σ→Λ=Λ KKSK . 
Hence understanding )(1 ΛK reduces to understanding )(1 ΛSK  and 

)(1 ΣK . Now ( )in DM
i

Π=Σ . iD  a division ring. 



• So ( )ii DKK 1)( Π≅Σ . 

• One way of understanding )(1 ΛSK is via reduced norm 
which generalizes the notion of determinant. 

 
3.2.2 Let R be the ring of integers in a number field or p-adii 
field F. then there exists an extension E of F since that E is a 
splitting field of Σ  i.e., Σ⊗FE is a direct sum of metric algebras 
over E i.e.,  

)(EME
inF ⊕≅Σ⊗ . 

 
Let C be the centre of Σ .  
If Σ⊗∈⊗Σ∈ FEaa |,  can be represented as a direct sum of 

matrices over E and so we have a map *)(: CGLnr →Σ . 
If  

. and ),(
11

i
i

n
i

i CCEM
i −−

⊕=⊕=Σ⊕=Σ  



We could compute )(arn component-wise ( ) iiia CGLv →Σ . Since 
nC  is Abelian, we have  

*
1 )(: CKnr →Σ . 

 
• { }1)()()( 11 =Λ∈=Λ xrnKxSK .  

Hence we have access to )(1 RGSK  where G is any finite group. 
 
3.2.3 Applications 

1. Whitehead Torsion 

J.H.C. Whitehead observed that if X is a topological space, with 
fundamental group GX =)(,π , then the elementary row and 
column transformation of matrices over GZ  have some 
topological meaning. 



To enable him study homotopy between spaces, he introduce the 
group )()()(Wh 1 GwGKG ±= Z  where w is the map 

)()()( 11 GKGGLGGLG ZZZ →→→  such that if YXf →:  is a 
homotopy equivalence, then there exists an invariant 

)(Wh)( Gf ∈τ  such that 0)( =fτ  iff  f  is induced by elementary 
deformations transforming X to Y. The invariant )( fτ is called 
Whitehead torsion. (see [57]) 
 

• )()1()( 11 GSKGGK ab ZZ ××±≅  and so rank 
)(rank Wh)(1 GGK =Z and )(1 GSK Z is the full torsion 

subgroup of Wh(G). So, computations of Tor ( ))(1 GK Z  
reduces to computation of )(1 GSK Z . 
For information on computations of )(1 GSK Z (see [8], 
[60]). 



3.3 K2 of Rings and Fields 

3.3.1 Let A be a ring with identity. The Stenberg group of order 
n )1( ≥n  over A, denoted )(AStn  is the group generated by 

Aanjijiaxlij ∈≤≤≠ ,,1,)( , with relations 

 
(i) )()()( baxbxax jijiji +=  

(ii) [ ] ≠≠= ikjbxax klij ,,1)(),(  

(iii) [ ] distant ,,),()(),( kjiabxbxax ikjkij =  

(iv) [ ] .),()(),( kjbaxbxax ijjkij ≠−=  

 
Note: Since the generator )(aeij of )(AEn satisfies relations (i)  to 

(iv) above, we have a unique surjective homomorphism 
)()(: AEASt nnn →ϕ  given by ( ) )()( aeax jijii =ϕ . 



Moreover the relations for )(ASt ln+ include those of )(AStn  and so, 

there are maps )()( AStASt lnn +→ . Then we have a conical map 
 

).()( AEASt →  
 

3.3.2 Define )()(Stker:)(2 AEAAK M →= . 
 
3.3.3 Theorem: )(2 AK M is an Abelian group and is the centre 
of )(ASt . Hence )(ASt  is a central extension of E(A). 
i.e., we have a exact sequence 

.1)()()(1 2 →→→→ AEAStAK M  
 
3.3.4 Definition:   An exact sequence of groups of the form 

11 →→→→ GEA ϕ is called a central extension of G by A if A 
is central in E. Write the extension as ),( ϕE . A central extension 

),( ϕE  of G by A is said to be universal if for any other central 
extension ( )ϕ′′,E  of G, there is a unique morphism 

( )ϕϕ ′′→ ,),( EE . 



3.3.5 )(ASt  is the universal central extension of )(AE . Hence 

there exists a natural isomorphism )),(()( 22 ZAEHAK M ≅ . 
Note:   The last statement follows from the fact that G (in this 
case, )(AE , the kernel of the universal central extension ),( ϕE (in 
this case ( )ϕ),(ASt  is isomorphism to ),(2 ZGH (in this case 

)),((2 ZAEH . 
 
3.3.6 Examples 

(i) Z2K  is a cyclic group of order 2 

(ii) ( ) 1)(2 =iK Z , so is ( )72 −ZK  
(iii) ( ) 12 =qK F  where qF  is a finite field with q elements 

(i) If F is a field, )(])[( 22 FKtFK ≅ more generally 
)(])[( 22 RKtRK ≅ if R is a regular ring. 

Note: ( ) )()()( 222 AKAKAK M =≅ P . 



3.3.7 Let A be a commutative ring with 1, *Aa ∈ . Put 
( ) )()( 1 uxuxux jiijji

−− . 

Define )()()( −= jijiji wuwuh . 

For ,, rAvu ∈ one can easily check hat ( ) 1)](),([ 1312 =uhuhϕ and so, 

[ ] )()(),( 21312 AKvhuh ∈ .  One can also show that [ ])(),( 1312 vhuh  is 

independent of [ ])(),( 1312 vhuh  and call this the Stenberg symbol. 
 
3.3.8 Theorem 

Let A be a commutative ring with 1. The Stenberg symbol 
)(:},{ 2

* AKAA →×  is skew symmetric and bilinear i.e.,  

},}{,{},,{;},{},{ 212
1 vuvuvuuvuvu == − . 



3.3.9 Theorem (Matsumoto) 

Let F be a field. Then )(2 FK M  is generated by *,),,{ Fvuvu ∈  with 
relations  
(i) { } { }{ }vuvuvuu ,,, 11 =  

(ii) { } { }{ }11 ,,, vuvuvvu =  
(iii) { } 11, =− uu  

i.e., )(2 FK M  is the quotient of ** FF Z⊗  by the subgroup 

generated by the elements *),1( Fxxx ∈−⊗ . 
 
3.4 Connections of K2 with Brauer Groups of Fields and 

Galois  
 Cohomology 

3.4.1 Let F be a field and )(FBr the Brauer group of F i.e., the 
group of stable isomorphism classes of central simple F-algebras 
with multiplication given by tensor product of algebras (see [7]). 
 
A central simple F-algebra is said to be split by an extension E of 
F of AE ⊗  is E-isomorphic to )(EMr for some positive integer r. 



It is well known that such E can be taken as some finite Galois 
extension of F. 
Let ),( EFBr be the group of stable isomorphism classes of E-split 
central simple F-algebras. Then ( )sFFBrFBr ,:)( =  where sF  is the 
separable closure of F. 
 
3.4.3 For any 0>m , let mµ be a group of mth rods of 1, 

( ) )(Gil FFG s= . Then we have a Kummer sequence of G-modules 

00 * →→→ sm Fµ from which we obtain an exact sequence of 
Galois cohomology groups 
 

( ) ( ) 0,, *11** →→→→ sm FFHFHFF µ  

where ( ) 0, *1 =sFFH by Hilbert theorem 90 so, we obtain 
homomorphism 

( ).,/: ***
mm FHmFmFF µχ ′→⊗≅ Z  

Now, the composite 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2

,,,/ 211**** ⊗→⊗→⊗⊗→⊗ mmm FHFHFHmFFFF µµµZZZ

 



is given by )()( baba mm χχ→⊗ (where  is a cup product) 
which can be shown to be a Stanberg symbol inducing a 
homomorphism 

( )2

,/)(: 2
2,2

⊗→⊗ mm FHmFKg µZZ  

we then have the following result 
 
Theorem 3.4.4:    Let F be a field, m an integer 0>  such that the 
characteristic of F is prime to m.  Then the map 
 

( )2

,)()(: 2
22,2

⊗→ mm FHPKmFKg µ  

is an isomorphism where ( )2

,2 ⊗
mFH µ  can be identified with m 

torsion subgroup of )(FBr . 

(I) 



Remark 3.4.5:   J. Milnov defined ‘higher Milnov K-groups’ 
)1()( ≥nFK M

n fields as follows: 

Definition 

{ }FajiaaaaFFFFK ijin
n

M
n ∈≠=+⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗= , somefor  1:)( 1

 times

***  

i.e., )(FK M
n is the quotient of *** FFF ⊗  (n times) by the 

subgroup generated by all Faaaa in ∈⊗⊗⊗ ,21  such that 

1=+ ji aa . 

Note: )(
0

FK M
n

n

∞

>
⊕  is a ring. 

 
Remarks 3.4.6:   By generalizing the process outlined in 3.4.3, 
we obtain a map,  

( )n

m
nm

nm
m
nmn FHFKFKg ⊗→ µ,)()(:, , 



• It is a conjecture of Bloch-Kato hat mng .  is an isomorphism 
for all F, m, n. 

• Theorem 3.4.4 above due to A. Merkurjev and A. Suslin, is 
the mzg , case of Bloch-Kato conjecture when m is prime to 

the characteristic of F. 
• A Merkurjev proved that theorem 3.4.4 holds without any 

restriction of F with respect to m. 
• It is also a conjecture of Milnor that zng , is an 

isomomorphism. In 1996, V. Voevodsky proved that 
rn

g
2,

is an isomorphism for any r, leading to his being 

awarded a Fields medal. 
• It is now believed that M. Rost and V. Voeodsky have now 

proved the Bloch-Kato conjective. 



3.5 Applications 

1. K2 and Pseudo-isotopy 

Let GR Z= , G a group. For *Ru ∈ put 
( ) )()(:)( 1 uxuxuxuw jiijjiji

−−= . Let jiW be the subgroup of 

)(RSt generated by all Gggwij ∈),( . 

 
Now, let M be a smooth n-dimensional compact connected 
manifold without boundary. Two diffeomorphisms Mhh  of ,,0 are 
said to be isotopic of they lie in the same path component of the 
diffeomorphism group. Say that 10 ,hh are pseudo-isotopic if there 

is a diffeormorphism of the cylinder ]1,0[×M  restricted to 0h  on 

)0(×M  and to 1h  on }1{×M . Let P(M) be the pseudo-isotopy 
space of M, i.e., the group of diffeomorphism L of ]1,0[×M  

restricting to the identity on )0(×M . Computation of ( )( )2
0 MPπ  

helps to understand the differences between isotopes to and we 
have the following result due to A. Hatcher and J. Wagover. 



Theorem:   Let M be an n-dimensional )3( ≥n smooth compact 
manifold with boundary. Then there exists a subjective map 
  

( )( ))()( 120 MWhMP ππ →  

where )(1 Mπ  is the fundamental group of M. 

 
4. HIGHER ALGEBRAIC K-THEORY 

4.1 The Plus Construction for (A)K n  

4.1.1 The plus construction of Kn of a ring A with identity makes 
use of the following theorem of Quillen. 
 
Theorem 4.1.2:   Let X be a connected CW-complex N a perfect 
normal subgroup of )(1 Xπ . Then there exists a CW-complex 

+X (depending on N) and a map +→ XX such that 
 
(i)     ( )+→ XXi 11 )(: ππ  is the quotient  

map ( )+=→ XNXX 111 )( πππ  



(i) For any NX )(1π -module L, there is an isomorphism 

( ) ( )LXHLiXHi iaa ,,: * +→  where Li*  is L considered as a 

)(1 Xπ -module. 
(ii) The space +X is universal in the sense that if Y is a CW-

complex and YXf →: is a map such that 
)()(: 11* YXf ππ → such that 0)( =Nfα  then there exists a 

unique map YXf →++ , such that fif =+ . 
 
Definition 4.1.3 

Let A be a ring, )(ABGLX = the classifying space of the group 
GL(A), (a  CW-complex characterized by the property that 

)()(1 AGLABGL =π and 0)( =ABGLiπ for 1≠i ). Then 

)()( AGLABGLi =π  contains E(A) as a perfect normal subgroup. 

Hence, by theorem 4.1.2, there exists a +)(ABGL . Define 

( )+= )()( ABLAK nn π . 



Example/Remarks 4.1.4 

(i) For )(,2,1 AKn n= as defined above can be identified 
with the classical definition. 

(ii) )()()()( 11 AKAEAGLABGL H ==π . 

(iii) +)(ABE  is the universal covering space of +)(ABGL  and 
so, we have 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ).)(

)()()()(

22

2222

AKAEH

ABEHABEHABEABGL

≅≅

≅≅≅ +++ ππ
 

(iv)     ( ))()( 33 AStHAK ≅   (see [42]) 

(v) If A is a finite ring, )(AK n is finite see [31] or [42] 

(vi) For a finite field qF  with q elements  

( ) ( ) ( )1122  and 0 −− == nqnqn qKK ZFF . 



4.2 Classifying Spaces and Simplical Objects 

4.2.1 Definition 

Let ∆ be a category defined as follows: { }}10{:)( nnob <<<==∆   
( ) { }jijfifnmfnm <≤→=∆ for  )(( i.e.,  , maps monotone,Hom . 

 
4.2.2 For any category A, a simplical object in A is a 
contravariant functor. 

A→∆:X . Write nX  for )(nX  

A cosimplical object in A is a covariant functor A→∆:X . 
• Equivalently, one could define a simplical object in a 

category A as a set of objects )0( ≥nX n  in A and a set of 

morphisms )0(: 1 niXX nni ≤≤→ −δ  called face maps as 

well as a set morphisms )0(: 1 njXXs nni ≤≤→ +  called 
degeneracies satisfying certain simplical identities (see 
[93]). 



• The geometric n-simplex is the topological space 
( ){ }1 and  |0,,,ˆ 1

10 =Σ∀≤≤∈=∆ +
ii

n
n

n xixRxxx   

A functor nn ∆→→Λ∆ ˆ : spaces :ˆ  is a co-simplical space.. 
 
4.2.4 Definition:   Let nX be a simplical scl. The geometric 

realization of nX , written nX  is defined by  

( ) ≅∆×=∆×=
≥

∆
0

ˆ
n

nnn XXX  

where the equivalence relations ≅ is generated by 
( ) ( )yxyx n

n ),()(, ϕϕ ≅  for any nXx ∈  nYy ∈  and ∆∈→nm:ϕ and 

where n
nX ∆× is given the product topology and nx  is considered 

as a discrete space. 
 
4.2.5 Definition 

Now let A be a small category. The Nerve of A, written AN , is 
the simplical set whose n-simplices are diagrams  
 

{ }n
ff

n AAAA n→→→= 10
1   



where the iA ’s are A-objects and the if  are A-morphisms. The 

classifying space of A is defined as AN  and denoted by A.B  

 
Remarks: BA is a CW-complex whose n-cells are in one-one 
correspondence with the diagrams An above. 
 
4.2.6 Definition 

Now let C be an exact category. We form a new category CQ  
such that CC obQob =)(  and morphisms from M to P, say is an 

isomorphism class of diagrams PNM ij →← where i  an 
admissible monomorphism (or inflation) and j is an admissible 
epi morphism or deflation) in C i.e., i  and j are part of some exact 

sequences 00 →′→→→ PPN i  and 
00 →→→′′→ MNN ji , respectively. 

 
Composition is also well defined (see [62]). 



Definition 4.2.7: For 0≥n , define 

( ) .00,:)( 1 ≥= + nBQCK nn Cπ  
 
Examples: Recall earlier examples. 

(A) (1) 0)(:)(),( ≥== nAKKA nn CPC  

0)()(),( ≥== nAGKA nn CMC  

Note that ( ) ( )( ) 1for    )( ≥≅ + nABGLAK nn πP  
We shall be interested in various rings A. 
(i)     CRQZ ,,,=A  
(ii) A = Integral domain R 
(iii) A = F (field possibly quotient field of R) 
(iv) A = D  a dunsion ring 
(v) GGGRGGA CRQZ ,,,,=   (a finite group) 
(vi) R = integers in a number field or p-adii field, A = 

RG, G finite group or more generally A = r-order 
Λ in a semi-simple F-algebra Σ  



(vii) )(TA αΛ= where Λ is as in (vi)  When 

RVTARGA =Λ== )(, α where TGV
α
×= is virtually 

cyclic group. 
 

4.3    Some Sample Finiteness Results for )(Kn C -

( )(A)(A), MPC =  

4.3.1 Theorem 

Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, Λ any R-
order in a semi-simple F-algebra Σ . Then, 

 
(i) For all )(),(,1 ΛΛ≥ nn GKn are finitely generated 

Abelian group  
(Kuku, J. algebra 1984, AMS contemp. Math, 

1986). 
(ii) For all )(),(,1 22 ΛΛ≥ nn GKn are finite Abelian 

groups, Kuku (K-theory 2005). 
(iii) If F is totally real, then )(22 Λ+mG is also finite for all odd 

1≥m   
(Algebras and Rep. Theory - to appear) 



(i) For all ( ))(,1 2 TGn n αΛ≥ is a finitely generated Abelian 

group where )(TαΛ is the twisted Laurent series ring 

over Λ . (Kuku (2007): Algebras and Rep theory - to 
appear) 

(ii) There exists isomorphism 
( ) ( ) ( ) 2)()()( ≥∀∑⊗≅Λ⊗≈Λ⊗ nTKQTGQTKQ nnn ααα

 (Kuku (2007): Algebras and Rep. theory - to appear) 
(iii) If A is a finite ring, then )(),( AGAK nn are finite for all 

1≥n  (Kuku AMS Cont. Mp. Math 1986). 
 
Note:   Above results (i), (ii), (iii) apply to RG=Λ  (G a finite 
group) while (iv) and (v) apply to 

RVTRGT ==Λ )()()( αα where TGV
α
×= is a virtually infinite 

cyclic group. (i)  generalizes classical results known for n = 0,1 
to higher dimensions. 



4.3.2 Kn, SKn of Orders and Group rings 

Let R be a Dederkind domain (i.e., an integral domain in which 
every ideal is projective or equivalently R is Noetherian integrally 
closed and every prime ideal is maximal or equivalently every 
non-zero ideal a in R is invertible i.e., Raa =−1 where 

}|{1 RaxFxa ⊂∈=− . Let Λ be any R-order in a semi-simple F-
algebra Σ . For 0≥n , let ( ) )()(ker:)( Σ→Λ=Λ nnn KKSK and 

)()())(ker()( Σ≅Σ→Λ=Λ nnnn KGGSG . 

Note that for any regular ring R (e.g., Σ ), )()( RGRK nn ≅ .  
 
As observed earlier, when RG=Λ  (R integers in a number field, 
G a finite group), )(0 RGSK  )(1 RGSK contain topological 
invariants – respectively, e.g., Swan in variants and Whitehead 
torsion). We have the following: 



4.3.3 Theorem: (see Kuku Math. Zeit (1979) or Ku-Bk 

(2007). 

Let p  be a rational prime. F a p-adii field with ring of integers R, 
Γ a maximal R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra Σ , Then for all 

1≥n . 
 
(a) 0)(2 =ΓnSK  

(b) Σ=Γ− iff0)(12nSK is unified over its centre i.e., iff Σ is a 
direct product of matrix algebras over fields. 
 
Note:   Above result applies to RG=Γ where ( ) 1|,| =pG . 
 
4.3.4 Theorem:   See Ku-Bk (2007) or Kuku (1984) J-
algebra; Kuku (1986)  

AMS Cont. Math; Kuku (2006) K-theory 
 
Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, Λ any R-order in 
a semi-simple F-algebra Σ . Then  
 
(a) )(),( ΛΛ nn SGSK  are finite groups and 0)(2 =ΛnSG  for all 

1≥n  



(b) ( ) ( )pnpn SGSK ΛΛ ˆ,ˆ  are finite groups and  

(c) If GZ=Λ  where G is a finite p-group, then )(12 GSK n Z− , 

and ( )GSK n PẐ12 −  are finite p-groups. 
 
4.4 Higher Dimensional Class Groups of Orders and 

Group rings 

Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, Λ any R-order in 
a semi-simple F-algebra Σ . The higher class groups )(ΛnCl  of 

Λ are defined for all 0≥n by ( ) ( )1
ˆ)(ker:)ln( Λ⊕→Λ=Λ nn SKSKC . 

Note that )(ΛnCl  coincides with the usual class group )(ΛCl of 
Λ which in turn generalizes the notion of class groups of integers 
in a number field. (see Ku-Bk (2007).  For results on class groups 
of Λ (see Curtis/Reiner (1987) [8]). 
Note also that computations of )(1 ΛCl which we already observed 
reduces to computation of Whitehead torsion (see Oliver (1988) 
[60]). 



We now state known results for 1)( ≥Λ nCln . 
 
4.4.2 Theorem 

Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, Λ any R-order in 
a semi-simple F-algebra Σ . Then 
 

(i) For all 1≥n , )(ΛnCl  is a finite group (see Ku-Bk 

(2007) or Kuku (1986) AMS Cont. Math.) 
(ii) For all 1≥n , p-torsion in )(12 Λ−nCl can occur only for 

primes p lying above prime ideals p at which pΛ̂ is not 

maximal. Hence for any finite group G, for all 1≥n , the 
only p-torsion possible in )(12 RGCl n−  is for those primes 
p dividing the order of G. (see Kolster/Laubenbacher 
(1988) Math. Zeit). 

(iii) Let F be a number field with ring of integers R, Λ a 
hereditary R-order in a semi-simple F-algebra or and 
Eichler order in a quatermon algebra. Then the only p-
torsion possible is for those primes p lying below the 
prime ideals p at which pΛ is not maximal. (see Ku-Bk 

(2007) or Guo/Kuku (2005) Comm. in Alg.). 



(i) Let nS be a symmetric group of degree n. Then 

( )212 SCl n Z−  is a finite z-torsion group (see Kolster 

/Lauben bacher (1998) Math. Zeit). 
 
4.5 Higher K-theory of Schemes 

4.5.1 Recall:  If X is a scheme, we write ))((for  )( XKXK nn P  and 

when X is a Neotherian scheme, we write ))((for  )( XKXG nn M . 
 
If G is an algebraic group over a field F, and X is a G-scheme, we 
write )),((for  ),( XGKXGK nn P are )),((for  ),( XGKXGG nn M . 
 
Note: 

(a) If G is trival group  )(  ),( XGXGG nn =  and 

)(  ),( XKXGK nn = . 



(a) ),( −GGn  is contravariant with respect to G-maps. 

(b) ),( −GGn  is covariant with respect to projective G-maps. 

(c) ),( −GK n  is contravariant with respect to any G-map. 

(d) ),( XGn −  is contravariant w.r.t. any group 
homomorphism. 

(e) ),( XK n −  is covariant w.r.t group homomorphisms. (see 
Thomason (1987) K-theory Proc. Princeton. 

 
4.5.2 Recall: Let B be a finite dimensional separate F-algebra. X 
a smooth projective variety equipped with the action of an affine 
algebraic group G over F, Xγ  the twisted form of X with respect 

to a cocycle ( )sepsep /Gal: FGFF →γ . Let ( )BrVB G ,  be the 

category of vector bundle on Xγ equipped with left B-module 
structure. We write ( )BXKn ,γ  for ( )( )BXVBK Gn ,γ . (See Panin 

(1994) K-theory; Merurjer (preprint).  
 
We now have the following results. 



4.5.3 Theorem: Kuku (2007) MPIM – Bonn, preprint 

Let G
~

 be a semi-simple simply, connected and connected F-split 
algebraic group over a field F, P

~
 a parabolic subgroup of G, 

PG
~~=F  the flag variety and Fγ  the twisted form of F, B a finite-

dimensional separable F-algebra. 
 
(a) Let F be a number field, then for all 1≥n  
 (i)   ( )BK n ,12 Fγ+  is a finitely generated Abelian group; 

 (ii) ( )BK n ,2 Fγ  is a torsion group and has no non-trivial 
dunsible subgroups. 
 
(b) Let F be a p-adii field, a rational prime such that p≠ . 
Then for all 1≥n  and any separate F-algebra B, ( ) BKn ,Fγ  is a 
finite group. 



4.5.4 Theorem:  (Kuku (2007) MPIM-Bonn (preprint))  

Let V be a Brauer-Severi variety over a field F. 
 

(a) If F is a number field, then )(12 VK n+  is a finitely 

generated Abelian group for all 1≥n . 
(b) If F is a p-adii field, then for all )(,1 VKn n≥  is a 

finite group if  is a prime p≠ . 
 

4.6 Mod-m Higher K-theory of exact Categories, Schemes 

and Orders 

4.6.1 Let X be an H-space, m a positive integer 
n
mM an n-dimensional mod-m Moore space is the space obtained 

from 1−nS  by attaching an n-cell via a map of degree m, (See Ku-
Bk (2007) or Niesendorfer 1980/ AMS Memoir).  



• ). Write  
( ) [ ]
( ) . /)(for  /,

2,for  /,

11 mXmX

nXMmX n
mn

ZZ

Z

⊗

≥

ππ

π
 

The cofibration sequence  

nmnn
m

nmn SSMSS →→→→ −− αβ11   

yields an exact sequence 

( ) )()(/,)()( 11 XXmZXXX n
m

nnn
m

n −− →→→→ πππππ αβ  

and hence the following exact sequence 

( ) 0])[(/,/)(0 1 →→→→ − mXmZXmX nn πππ  

where 
{ }0)(])[( 11 =∈= −− mxXxmX nn ππ . 

Example 4.6.2 

(i) If  C is an exact category, write ( )mKn /,ZC  for 

( ) 1;/,1 ≥+ nmBQn ZCπ  and write 

( ) ( )  ./for  / 00 mKmK ZZ ⊗CC,  

(ii) If ),(APC =  a ring with 1, write )/,( mAKn Z for 

( )mAKn /),( ZP ; 



(iii) If X is a scheme, and ),(XPC = write ( )mXK n /,Z  for 

( )mXK n /),( ZP . Note that if )(Spec AX = , A commutative, 

we recover )/,( mAKn Z . 

(iv) Let A be a Noetherian ring. If )(AM=C , we write 
( ) ( )mAKmAG nn /),(for  /, ZZ M . 

(v) Let X be Noetherian scheme, )(XM=C . We write 
( ) ( )mXKmXG nn /),(for  /, ZZ M . If )(Spec AX = , we 

recover ( ) /, mAGn Z . 
(vi) Let G be an Abelian group over a field F, X a G-scheme, 

),( XGM=C . ( )( )mXGKmXGG nn /),,(for  /),,( ZZ M . 
(vii) Let G be an algebraic group over a field F,X a G-scheme; 

),( XGPC = . We write ( )( )mXGKmXGK nn /),,(for  /),,( ZZ P . 
(viii) Let G be an algebraic group over a field F, X a G-scheme, 

B a finite dimensional separable F-algebra, Xr  the twisted 
form of X via a 1-cocycle r, ( )BXVBC rG ,= . We write 

( ) ( )( )( )mBXKmBXK rnrn /,,for  /,, ZZ . 



4.6.2 Theorem: Kuku (2007) MPIM-Bonn Preprint 

Let CC, ′ be exact categories and CC ′→:f an exact factor which 
induces Abelian group homomorphism ( )CC ′→ nn KKf )(:0  for 

each 0≥n . Let  be a rational prime 
 

(a) Suppose that 1f  is injective (resp. surjective, resp. 

bijective), then so is ( ) ( )mKmKf nn /,/,:1 ZZ CC ′→ ; 

(b) If αf  is split surjective (resp. split injective), then so is 

( ) ( )mKmKf nn /,/,: ZZ CC ′→ . 

 
4.7 Profinite Higher K-theory of Exact Categories, 

Schemes and Orders 

4.7.1 Let C be an exact category,  a rational prime, s a positive 

integer, put 11 lim ++ =∞
nn
sMM


. We define the profinite K-theory of C  by 

( ) [ ]CC BQMZK npr
n ,ˆ, 1+

∞=
 . We also write ( ) ( )s

nK  /,limfor  ˆ, ZZ CC . 

Note: For all 2≥n , we have an exact sequence  
 

( ) ( ) ( ) .0ˆ,ˆ,/,lim0 12
1 →→→→ +  ZZZ CCC n

pr
n

s
n KKK  



For more information on this construction, see Ku-Bk (2007), 
chapter 8 or [42]. 
 
Example 4.7.2 

(i) Let )(APC = , A a ring with 1. We write  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).ˆ),(for  ˆ),( and ˆ),(for  ˆ,  ZZZZ AKAKAKAK nnn
pr

n PPP  
 
(ii) If X is a scheme and )(XPC = , we write  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).ˆ),(for  ˆ),( and ˆ),(for  ˆ,  ZZZZ XKXKXKXK nn
pr

n
pr

n PP  
 
(iii) Let )(AM=C , write 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).ˆ),(for  ˆ),( and ˆ),(for  ˆ,  ZZZZ AKAGAGAG nn
pr

n
pr

n MM  
 
(iv) If )(XM=C , X a scheme, write 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).ˆ),(for  ˆ, and ˆ),(for  ˆ,  ZZZZ XKXGXKXG nn
pr

n
pr

n MM  If 

)(Spec AX =  recover ( ) ( ) ZZ ˆ, and ˆ, AGAG n
pr

n . 



(v) Let G be an algebraic group over a field F, X a G-scheme, 

),( XGM=C . We write ( )( ) ( ) ZZ ˆ),,(for  ˆ,, XGGXGG pr
n

pr
n M . 

 
(vi) Let G be an algebraic group over a field F, X a G-scheme, 

),( XGPC = , we write ( )( ) ( ) ZZ ˆ),,(for  ˆ,, XGKXGK pr
n

pr
n P . 

 
(vii) Let G be an algebraic group over a field F, X a G-scheme, 

Xγ  the twisted form of X and B a finite-dimensional separable 

algebraic over F. If ( )( )Ẑ,, BXVB rG=C , we write 

( )( ) ( )( ) ZZ ˆ,,,for  ˆ,, BXVBKBXK rG
pr

nr
pr

n  
 
Theorem 4.7.3: Kuku (2007) MPIM –Bonn preprint 

Let CC, ′  be exact categories and CC ′→:f  an exact factor 
which induces an Abelian group homomorphism 

( )CC ′→ nnn KKf )(,  for 0≥n . Let  be a rational prime, s a 

positive integer. Suppose that αf  is injective (resp. surjective; 
resp. bjective), then so is  

( ) ( ) ZZ ˆ,ˆ,: CC ′→ pr
n

pr
n KKfα . 



Theorem 4.7.4: Kuku (2007) MPIM-Bonn Preprint 

Let F be a number field, G
~

a semi-simple connected, simply 
connected split algebraic group over F, P

~
 a parabolic subgroup of 

PGG
~~

,
~ =F , γ  a 1-cocycle : ( ) ( )sepsep

~
Gal FGFF → , Fγ  the γ -

twisted form of F, B a finite-dimensional separable F-algebra. 
Then for all 1≥n , 

(i) ( )( )Ẑ,,2 BK pr
n Fγ  is an -complete Abelian group; 

(ii) ( )( )ZBK pr
n

ˆ,,div F  = 0. 

Theorem 4.7.5: Kuku (2007 – MPIM-Bonn Preprint  

Let p be a rational prime, F a p-adii field, G
~

 a semi-simple 
connected and simply connected split algebraic group over F, P

~
 a 

parabolic subgroup of G
~

, PG
~

/
~=F  the flag variety, γ  a 1-cocycle 

( ) ( )sepsepGal FGFF → , Fγ  the γ -twisted form of F, B a finite-

dimensional separable F-algebra,  a rational prime such that 
p≠ . Then for all 2≥n . 



(i) ( )( )Ẑ, BK pr
n Fγ  is an -complete profinite Abelian group. 

(ii) ( )( ) ( )( ) ZZ ˆ,ˆ, BKBK n
pr

n FF γγ = ’ 

(iii) The map ( ) ( )( )Ẑ,,,: BKBK pr
nn FF γγϕ →  induces 

isomomorphiss 

-   ( ) ( )( ) [ ]spr
nn BKBK   ,ˆ,,][,, ZFF γγ ≅  

-     ( ) ( )( ) spr
n

s
n BKBK  Ẑ,,,, FF γγ ≅ . 

 

(iv) Kernel and cokernel of ( ) ( )( )Ẑ,,, BBK r

pr

nrn K FF →  are 

uniquely -divisible. 
 

(v) div ( )( ) 2for  0ˆ,, ≥= nBr

pr

nK ZF . 



5. Equivariant Higher K-theory Together with  
Relative Generalizations 

In this section, we exploit representation theoretic  techniques 
(especially induction theory) to define and study equivarient 
higher K-theory and their relative generalizatins. Induction theory 
has always aimed at computing various invariants of a group G in 
terms of corresponding invariants of subgroups of G. For lack of 
time and space, we discuss here finite group actions and note that 
analogous results exist for pro-finite group and compact lie group 
actions (see Ku-Bk (2007) chapter 9 –13). 
 
5.1 Equivariant Higher K-theory for Exact Categories  

for Finite Group Actions 

5.1.1 Definition 

Let B be a category with finite sums final object and finite 
pullbacks (and hence finite products) e.g., category G-set of 
(finite) G-Sets, where G is a finite groups, D an Abelian category 
(e.g., R-Mod) 



A pair of functors ( ) DB →:, α
α MM  is called a Marchey functor if 

 
(i) DB →:αM  is covariant, DB →:*M  contravariant and 

BobXXMXMXM ∈∀== )()()( α
α . 

(ii) For any pull-back diagram 
  
 
 
 
 
 
(iii) αM  transforms finite coproducts in B into finite products in 
D i.e., the embeddings i

i
i XX

1=
→  induces an isomomorphism  

( ) ( ) ( )nni XMXMXXXM ××≅  12 . 

A′  2p  
2A  

1A  A  

1p  2p   in B, the diagram 
)(AM ′  *2f  )( 2AM  

)( 1AM  )(AM  

α
1p  

+
2p   commutes 

1f  α1f  



5.1.2 Note that (ii) above is an axiomatization of the Mackey 
subgroup theorem in classical representation theory (Put B = G-
Set, ;1 HGA = HGA ′= /2  HGHG ′×  can be identified with the 

set ( ) { }GgHHgHHD ∈′=′,  of double cosets of H and H ′  in G. 

(see [8] for a statement of Mackey subgroup theorem). 
 
5.1.3 We shall concentrate on exact categories in this section but 
observe that analogous theories exist for symmetric monoidal and 
Wildhanser category (see Ku-Bk (2007) chapters 9, 10, 13). 
 
So, let C be an exact category, S a G-set, G a finite group, S the 
translation category of S. Recall that the category ],[ CS  of 
covariant functors from S to C is also an exact category where a 
sequence 00 →′′→→′→ SSS  in ],[ CS  is said to be exact if 

0)()()(0 →′′→→′→ SSSSSS  is exact in C . 
 



5.1.3 Definition 

Let ),( CSK G
n  be the nth algebraic K-group associated with the 

exact category ],[ CS  with respect to fibre-wise exact sequences. 
 
Theorem 5.1.4 

odK G
n M-etG:),( Z→− SC is a Mackey functor. 

(For proof see Ku-Bk (2007) or Dress/Kuku Comm. in Alg. 
(1981). 
 
5.1.5 Note: We want to turn ),( C−G

nK  into a ‘Green’ functor and 

see that for suitable category C, ),( C−G
nK  is a module over 

),( C−G
nK . We first define these notions of ‘Green’ functor and 

modules over ‘Green’ functors. 



5.1.6 Definition 

A Green functor odR MG -: →B is a Mackey functor together 
with a pairing GGG →×  such that for any B-object X, the R-
bilinear map )()( XX GG →  makes )(XG  into an R-algebra with a 
unit )(1 XG∈  such that for any morphism YXf →: , we have 

( ) )()(
* 11 XGYGf = . 

A left (resp. right) G-module is a Mackey functor 
odRM M-: →B together with a pairing 

)  resp.( MGMMMG →×→×  such that for any B-object X, 
M(X) becomes a left (resp. right) unitary G(X)-module we shall 
refer to left G-modules just as G-modules. 



5.1.7 Definition 

Let 321 ,, CCC  be exact categories. An exact pairing ( , ). 

321 CCC →×  given by ( ) ( )2121, XXXX →  is a covariant functor 
such that 
 

( ) ( )[ ]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )21212211

2121

,Hom,Hom,Hom

,,,Hom

XXXXXXXX

XXXX

′′→′×′=

′′


 

is bi-additive and bi-exact (see Ku-Bk (2007) or [87]). 
 
5.1.8 Theorem  
(for Proof see Ku-Bk (200) or Dress/Kuku. Comm. in Alg. 

(1981) 

Let  321 ,, CCC be exact categories and 321 CCC →×  an exact 

pairing of exact categories, S a G-Set. Then the pairing induces a 
pairing [ ] [ ] [ ]321 ,,, CCC SSS →×  and hence a pairing 

),(),(),( 321 CCC SKSKSK G
n

G
n

G
n →× . 



Suppose that C is an exact category such that the pairing 
CCC →×  is naturually associative and commutative and there 

exists C∈E such that [ ] [ ] C∈∀== NNENNE ][ . Then 

),( C−G
nK is a Green functor and ),( C−G

nK  is a unitary ),( C−G
nK -

module. 
 
5.1.9 Definition/Remarks 

If M : GSet Z→ -Mod is any Mackey functor, X a G-set, define a 
Mackey functor odM X M-etG: Z→S by )()( YXMYM X ×= . The 
projection map YYXpr →×: defines a natural transformation 

MM XX →:θ where  ))(()( 1 YMYXMprYX →×=θ . M is said to 
be X-projective if Xθ  is split surjective i.e., there exists a national 
transformation XMM →:ϕ such that MX idO =ϕ . 
 
Now define a defect base MD of M by { }φ≠≤= H

M XGHD  where 

X is a G-set (called defect set of M) such that M is Y-projective iff 
there is a G-map f, YX →  (See Ku-Bk (2007) Prop. 9.1.1). 



If M is a module over a Green functor G, then M is X-projective iff 
G is X-projective iff the induction map )/()( GGX GG →  is 
surjective (see Ku-Bk. Theorem 9.3.1). 
 

• In general, proving induction results reduce to determining 
G-sets X for where )/()( GGX GG →  is surjective and this 
in turn reduces to computing GD  (see Ku-Bk 9.6.1). 

Hence one could apply induction techniques to obtain results on 
higher K-groups ),( C−G

nK  which are modules over Green functors 

),( C−G
nK . 



5.2 Relative Equivalent Higher Algebraic k-theory 

Definition 5.2.1 Let S, T be G-Sets. Then the projection 
STS →× ϕ  gives rise to a functor STS →× ϕ . Suppose that C 

is an exact category. If [ ]C,S∈ς , we write ς ′  for 

C→→× ςϕϕς STS: . Then a sequence 321 ςςς →→  of 

functors in [ ]C,S  is said to be T-exact if the sequence 

321 ςςς ′→′→′  of restricted functors C→→× ςϕ STS  is split 

exact. If 12: SS →ϕ  is a G-map, and 321 ςςς →→  is a T-exact 
sequence in [ ]C,S , and we put ii ςϕς =ˆ , then 321 ˆˆˆ ςςς →→  is T-

exact in [ ]C,1S . Let ( )TSK G
n ,,C  be the nth algebraic K-group 

associated to the exact category [ ]C,S  with respect to T-exact 
sequence. 
 
Remarks:   The use of the restriction functors ςς ˆ,′  in 5.2.1 
constitute a special case of the following general situation. Let ς  
be an exact category and BB ′,  any small categories. We define 
exactress in ],[ CB  relative to some covariant functor BB →′:δ .  



Thus a sequence 321 ςςς →→  of functors in ],[ CB  is said to be 

exact relative to BB →′:δ  if it is exact fibrewise and if the 
sequence 321 ςςς ′→′→′  of restricted functors 

CBB →→′′=′ ςδδςς ::1 i  is split exact. Let ),,( TSK G
n C  be 

the nth algebraic K-group associated to the exact category ],[ CS  
w.r.t exact sequences. 
 
5.2.3 Definition 

Let S, T  be G-Sets. A functor ],[ CS∈ς  is said to be T-projective 
if any T-exact sequence ςςς →→ 21  is exact. Let TS ],[ C  be the 
additive category of T-projective functors in ],[ CS  considered as 
an exact category with respect to split exact sequences. Note that 
the restriction functor associated to 21 SS →ψ  carries T-
projective functors [ ]C,2S∈ς  into T-projective functors 

[ ]C,2S∈ψς  . Define ),,( TCSPG
n  as the nth algebraic K-group 

associated to the exact category TS ],[ C , with respect to split exact 
sequences. 



5.2.3 Theorem 

),,( TCK G
n −  and ),,( TCPG

n −  are Mackey functors from GSet to Ab 

for all 0≥n . If the pairing CCC →×  is naturally associative and 
commutative and contains a natural unit, then 

AbGSetTCK G
n →− :),,(  is a Green functor, and ),,( TCK G

n −  and 

),,( TCPG
n −  are ),,(0 TCK G − -modules. 

 
Also, the induction functor [ ] [ ]CC ,,: 21* SS →ψ  associated to 

21: SS →ψ preserves T-exact sequences and T-projective functors 
and hence induces homomorphism 

( ) ( ) ( )TCSKTCSKTCK G
n

G
n

G
n ,,,,:,, 21* →ψ  and 

( ) ( )TCSPTCP G
n

G
n ,,:,, 1*ψ  ( )TCSPG

n ,,2→ , thus making ),,( TCK G
n −  

and ),,( 1 TCSPG
n  covariant functors. Other properties of Mackey 

functors can be easily verified. 



Observe that for any TetGS , the pairing [ ] [ ] [ ]CCC ,,, 321 SSS →×  
takes T-exact sequences into T-exact sequences, and so, if 
[ ] 2,1,, =iS i C  are considered as exact categories with respect to T-
exact sequences, then we have a pairing 

( ) ( ) ( )TCSKTCSKTCSK G
n

G
n

G ,,,,,, 3210 →× . Also if 3ς  is T-

projective, so is 21,ςς . Hence, if [ ]1C,S  is considered as an exact 

category with respect to T-exact sequences, we have an induced 
pairing ( ) ( ) ( )TCSPTCSPTCSK G

n
G

n
G ,,,,,, 3210 →× . Now, if we put 

CCCC === 321  such that the pairing CCC →×  is naturally 
associative and commutative and C has a natural unit, then, as in 
theorem 5.1.8 ),,(0 TCK G −  is a Green functor and it is clear from 

the above that ),,( TCK G
n −  and ),,( TCPG

n −  are ),,(0 TCK G − -
modules. 



5.2.4 Remarks 

(i) In the notation of theorem 5.2.3, we have the following 
natural transformation of functors: 

),(),,(),,( CCC −→−→− G
n

G
n

G
n KTKTP , where T is any 

G-set, G a finite group, and C an exact category. Note 
that the first map is the ‘Cartan’ map. 

 
(ii) If there exists a G-map 12 TT → , we also have the 

following natural transformations 
),,(),,( 12 TPTP G

n
G

n CC −→−  and 

),,(),,( 21 TKTK G
n

G
n CC −→−  since, in this case, any 1T -

exact sequence is 2T -exact. 
 
5.3 Interpretation in Terms of Group-rings 

In this subsection, we discuss how to interpret the theories in 
previous sections in terms of group-rings. 



5.3.1 Recall that any G-set S can be written as a finite as a finite 
disjoint union of transitive G-sets, each of which is isomorphic to 
a quotient set G/H for some subgroup H of G. Since Mackey 
functors, by definition, take finite disjoint unions into finite direct 
sums, it will be enough to consider exact categories [ ]C,/ HG  
where C is an exact category. 
 
For any ring A, let )(AM be the category of finitely generated A-
modules and )(AP  the category of finitely generated projective A-
modules. Recall from … that if G is a finite group, H a subgroup 
of G, A a commutative ring, then there exists and equivalence of 
exact categories [ ] )()(,/ AHAHG MM → . Under this experience, 
[ ])(,/ AHG P  is identified with the category of finitely generated 
A-projective left AH-modules, i.e., [ ] )()(,/ AHAHG APP ≅ . 



We now observe that a sequence of functors 
[ ])(,/321 AHG M∈→→ ςςς  or [ ])(,/ AHG P  is exact if the 

corresponding sequence )()()( 321 HHH ςςς →→  of AH-modules 
is exact. 
 
Remarks 5.3.2 

(i) It follows that for every [ ])(,/,0 AHGKn G
n P≥  can be 

identified with the nth algebraic K-group of the 
category of finitely generated A-projective AH-modules 
while [ ] )()(,/ AHGAHGK n

G
n =P  if A is Noetherian. It is 

well known that [ ] [ ])(,/)(,/ AHGKAHGK G
n

G
n M=P  is an 

isomorphism when A is regular. 



(i) Let 21: HGHG →ϕ  be a G-map for GHH ≤≤ 21 . We 
may restrict ourselves to the case GH =2 , and so, we 

have [ ] [ ])(,)(,* AHGAGG MM →ϕ  corresponding to 

the restriction functor )()( AHAG MM → , while 
[ ] [ ])(,)(,:* AGGAHG MM →ϕ  corresponds to the 

induction functor )()( AGAH MM →  given by 
NAGN AN⊗→ . Similar situations hold for functor 

categories involving )(AP . So, we have corresponding 
restriction and induction homomorphisms for the 
respective K-groups. 

 
(ii) If )(APC =  and A is commutative, then the tensor 

product defines a naturally associative and commutative 
pairing )()()( AAA PPP →×  with a natural unit, and so, 

( ))(, AK G
n P−  are ( ))(,0 AK G P− -modules. 



5.3.3 We now interpret the relative situation. So let T be a G-set. 
Note that a sequence 321 ςςς →→  of functors in [ ])(, AHG M  or 

[ ])(, AHG P  is said to be T-exact if )()()( 321 HHH ςςς →→  is 

HA ′ -split exac for all HH ≤′ such that ∅≠′HT  where 
{ }HgtgtTtT H ′∈∀=′∈→′ . In particular, the sequence of G/H-

exact (resp. G/G-exact) if an only if the corresponding sequence 
of AH-modules (resp. A/G-modules) is split exact. If ε  is the 
trivial subgroup of G, it is ε/G -exact if it is split exact as a 
sequence of A-modules.  
 
So, ( )TAHGK G

n ),(,P  (resp. ( )TAHGK G
n ),(,M  is the nth 

algebraic K-group of the category of finitely generated A-
projective AH-modules (resp. category of finitely generated AH-
modules) with respect to exact sequences that split when restricted 
to the various subgroups HH  of ′ such that ∅≠′HT  with respect 
to exact sequences. In particular, ( ) )(),(, AHKGAHGK n

G
n =εP . 

If A is commutative, then ( )TA,K G
n ),(P−  is a Green functor, and 

( )TA,K G
n ),(P−  and ( )TA,PG

n ),(P−  are ( )TA,K G ),(0 P− -modules. 



Now, let us interpret the map, associated to G-maps 21 SS → . We 
may specialize to maps 21: HGHG →ϕ  for GHH ≤≤ 21 , and for 
convenience we may restrict ourselves to the case GH =2 , which 
we write HH =1 . In this case, [ ] [ ])(,)(,:* AHGAGG MM →ϕ  

corresponds to the restriction of AG-modules to AH-modules, and 
[ ])(,:* AHG Mϕ  corresponds to the induction of AH-modules to 

AG-modules. 
 
Since any G-set S can be written as a disjoint union of transitive 
G-sets isomorphic to some coset-set G/H, and since all the above 
K-functors satisfy the additiveity condition, the above 
identification extend to K-groups, defined on an arbitrary G-set S. 



5.4 Some Applications 

5.4.1 We are now in position to draw various conclusions just by 
quoting well-established induction theorems concerning  

( ))(0 A,K G P−  and ( )TA,K G ),(0 P− , and more generally 

( ))(,0 AKR G
Z P−⊗  and ( )TAKR G

Z ),(,0 P−⊗  for R, a subring of Q, 
or just any commutative ring (see …) Since any exact sequence in 

)(AP  is split exact, we have a canonical identification 

( ) ( )εGAKTAK GG ),(,),(, 00 PP −=−  ε(  the trivial subgroup of G) and 
thus may direct our attention to the relative case only. 
 
So, let T  be a G-set. For p a prime and q a prime or 0, let 

),,( qTpD  denote the set of subgroups GH ≤  such that the 
smallest normal subgroup 1H  of H with a q-factor group has a 

normal Sylow-subgroup 2H with ∅≠2HT  and a cyclic factor 
group 21 HH . Let qH  denote the set of subgroups GH ≤ , which 

are q-hyperelementary, i.e., have a cyclic normal subgroup with a 
q-factor group (or are cyclic for 0=q ). 



For A and R being commutative rings, let ),,( RTAD  denote the 
union of all ),,( qTpD  with ApA ≠  and RqR ≠ , and let RH  denote 
the set of all qH  with RqR ≠ .  Then , it has been proved (see [11], 

[44]) ( )TAKR G
Z ),(,0 P−⊗  is S-projective for some G-set S if 

R
H HRTAHS ),,(D∈∀∅≠ . Moreover, if A is a field of 

characteristic 0≠p , then ( )TAK G ),(,0 P−  is S-projective already if 

),,( RTAHS H D∈∀∅≠ . (Also see Ku-Bk). 



5.4.2 Among the many possible applications of these results, we 
discuss just one special case. Let kA = be a field of characteristic 

0≠p , let ( )pR 1Z= , and let HGS RTkH /),,(D∈∪= . Then, 

( )TkKR G
nZ ),(,P−⊗  are S-projective. Moreover, the Cartan map 

( ) ( )TkKTkK G
n

G
n ),(,),(, PP −→−  is an isomorphism for any G-set S 

for which the Sylow-p-subgroups H of the stabilizers of the 
elements in X have a non-empty fixed point set TT H ∈ , since in 
this case T-exact sequences over X are split exact and thus all 
functors )(: kX P→ς are T-projective, i.e., [ ] [ ])(,)(, kXkX PP τ  

is an isomomorphism if [ ])(, AX P  is taken to be exact with respect 
to T-exact and thus split exact sequences. This implies in 
particular that for G-sets X, the Cartan map 

( ) ( )TkSXKTkSXP G
n

G
n ),(,),(, PP ×→×  



is an isomorphism since any stabilizer group of an element in 
SX × is a subgroup of a stabilizer group of an element in S, and 

thus, by the very definition of S and ( )( )pTkD 1,, Z , has a Sylow-p-

subgroup H with ∅≠HT . This finally implies that 
( ) ( )sTkKsTkP G

n
G

n ),(,),(, PP −→−  is an isomorphism. So, by the 
general theory of Mackey funcors, 

( ) ( )TkK
p

TkP
p

GG
n )(,

1
)(,

1
0 PP −⊗





→−⊗





ZZ  

is an isomorphism. The special case )/),(,()/( εε GkPGT G
n P−= , 

just the K-theory of finitely generated projective kG-modules and 
)/),(,( εGkK G

n P−  the K-theory of finitely generated kG-modules 
with respect to exact sequences. Thus we have proved the 
following. 



Theorem 5.4.3 

Let k be a filed of characteristics p, G a finite group. Then, for all 
0≥n , the Cartan map )()( kGGkGK nn →  induces isomorphisms 

).(
1

)(
1

kGG
p

kGK
p nn ⊗





→⊗





ZZ  

Here are some applications of  theorem 5.4.3. These applications 
are due to A.O. Kuku (see [42]). 
 
Theorem 5.4.4 

Let p be a rational prime, k a field of characteristic p, G a finite 
group. Then for all 1≥n . 
 
(i) )(2 kGK n  is a finite p-group. 

(ii) The Cartan homomorphism )()(: 121212 kGGkGK nnn −−− →ϕ  is 

surjective, and 12ker −nϕ  is the Sylow-p-subgroup of ).(12 kGK n−  



Corollary 5.4.5 

Let k be a field of characteristic p, C a finite E1 category. Then, 
for all 0≥n , the Cartan homomorphism )()( CC kGkK nn →  
induces isomorphism 
 

).(
1

)(
1

CC kG
p

kK
p nn ⊗





≅⊗





ZZ  

Corollary 5.4.6 

Let R be the ring of integers in a number field F, m a prime ideal 
of R lying over a rational prime p. then for all, 1≥n , 
 

(a) the Cartan map ( )( ) ( )( )CC mRGmRK nn // →  is 
surjective; 

(b) ( )( )CmRK n /2  is a finite p-group 



Finally, with the identification of Mackey functors: 
betG AS → with Green’s G-functors bG A→δ  as in [42] and 

above interpretations of our equivariant theory in terms of 
grouprings, we now have, from the forgoing, the following result, 
which says that higher algebraic K-groups are hyperelementary 
computable. First, we define this concept. 
 
Definition 5.4.7 

Let G be a finite group, U a collection of subgroups of G closed 
under subgroups and isomorphic images, A a commutative ring 
with identity. Then a Mackey functor od-: MAGM →δ  is said to 

be U-compatible if the restriction maps ∏ ∈
→

UH
M(H)GM )(  

induces an isomorphism )(lim)( HMGM H U∈≅  where U∈Hlim  is the 

subgroup of all ∏ ∈
∈

UH
HMx )()(  such that for any U∈′HH ,  and 

Gg ∈  with HgHg ⊆′ − , HH →′:ϕ given by 1−→ ghgh , then 

( ) HH xxM =)(ϕ . 



Now, if A is a commutative ring with identity, od-: MZ→GM δ  
a Mackey functor, then )(HMA⊗ . Now, let P be a set of rational 

primes, [ ] )(,1 GCqZ q PP ∉=Z  the collection of all cyclic 

subgroups of )(, GChG P  the collection of all P-hyperelementary 
subgroups of G, i.e.,  
 

{ }. somefor  group - a/),(,)( P∈′∈′≤′∃≤= ppHHGHHHGHGChP

 

Then we have the following theorem, 
 
Theorem 5.4.7 

Let R be a Dedekind ring, G a finite group, M any of the Green 
modules )1(),1()1(),1( −−−− RSGkSKkGkK nnnn , )1( −RCln  over 

)1(0 −RG  then M⊗PZ is ( ))(GChP -computable. 
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